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and if this price continues, 2 billion a year, ten
years It is 20 billion…

that is, at least 5 billion was spent in ten
years…”

However, I changed my mind and thought:
“However, the Banks Family is in great crisis
right now,

and the father’s own safety has become a
problem.

It is indeed not the time to bargain. Quickly get
the Elms family over and protect the safety of
the father is the top priority.

The old man must have his own plan. This price
will be maintained for the Elms family for one
or two years at most.

Once the crisis is lifted, the old man will never
continue to raise the Elms family at such a high
price.”

Thinking of this, Bank’s Butler felt a little more
comfortable.



Immediately, he asked Lord Elms (Wilfred): ”
what do you think of it?”

Lord Elms (Wilfred) felt a dry pain in his throat,
swallowed, and then said:

“I really didn’t expect that Lord Banks would
value the Elms family so much…”

Bank’s Butler smiled and said, “Of course, our
master doesn’t value the

Elms family for one or two days.”

As he said, Bank’s Butler waved his hand and
said with a smile:

“He’s old, let’s stop talking about these
imaginary things.

I have also conveyed the words of the master
to you just now.

You are the head of the Elms family, and
whether the Elms family is willing to accept the
master? You must give me a definite answer.”

Lord Elms (Wilfred) nodded, and he calmly
analyzed the pros and cons of the Elms family’s
agreement or non-acceptance of this matter.



Promise, the benefits will naturally be
countless.

Returning to the Banks Family’s command and
having sufficient money, the younger
generations of tElms family will be able

to provide all the resources needed to practice
martial arts at any cost and regardless of the
cost.

Perhaps within a few years, Elms family will be
able to emerge a group of outstanding geniuses
like Xion.

This is of great significance to the Elms family.

Because, once the overall strength of the
younger generation has made great progress,
the entire Elms family can

quickly start with their opponents.

The Elms family has hundreds of years of
foundation, and the biggest dream of every
patriarch is to enable the Elms family

to reach the top of the domestic martial arts
family.



Climbing to the top means seeing all the
mountains and small mountains.

No longer one of the eight big families, one of
the four big families, or one of the three big
families.

Rather, the biggest and strongest one!

There is no one again!

This is the benefit of agreeing to the Banks
Family.

On the other hand, what are the disadvantages
of agreeing to the Banks Family?

Lord Elms (Wilfred) thought about it, as if there
was nothing left except for his uncomfortable
heart and feeling sorry

for his daughter Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom and
granddaughter Xion.

It’s really nothing…

On the one hand, the Elms family’s
centuries-old plan, on the other hand, betrayed
his daughter and granddaughter.

From the very beginning of this balance, great
differences have appeared.



Lord Elms (Wilfred) suddenly felt that he didn’t
need to hesitate at all for this kind of problem.

Why hesitate anymore?
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